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STRONG LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS
FOR SEQUENCES AND FIELDS

A general method to obtain strong laws of large numbers is considered. The method
is extended to random fields. Several applications for dependent summands ar~ given.
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1. The general SLLN
2. Applications
3. The general SLLN for random fields
4. Applications for random fields

O. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we show that a Hlijek-Renyi type inequality is a t:onscquence of an
appropriate maximal inequality for cumulative sums and that the latter automatically
implies the strong law of large numbers (SLLN). The most important is that we made no
restriction on the dependence structure of random variables. Several examples of appli-
cations are given. "Vedo not consider independent, orthogonal and stationary sequences
because results in these cases are well-known, however these are possible applications of
our general approach. We concentrate on superadditive moment structures, mixingales
and logarithmically weighted sums. Several other examples are given in Fazekas and
Klesov (1998).

The method is extended for random fields. The same type of applications are given as
for sequences. We remark that in the case of sequences our aim is to give unified simple
proofs of SLLN's. For fields, however, we obtain new results in the case of mixingales
and logarithmically weighted sums. A detailed discussion and several other examples are
given in Noszaly and T6macs (1999).

1. THE GENERAL SLLN

We shall use the following notation. X 11 X2, • •• will denote a sequence of random
variables defined on a fixed probability space. The partial sums of the random variables
will be Sn = E~=l Xi for n ~ 1 and So = O. A sequence {bn} will called nondecreasing if
bi ~ bi+l for i ~1. In the followingNo and N denote the set of nonnegative and positive
integers, respectively. Z denotes the set of all integers.

Our first theorem is a Hajek-Renyi type maximal inequality.
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Theorem 1.1. Let 13I, ... ,13n be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers. Let
ait ... ,an be non-negative numbers. Let r be a fixed positive number. Assume that for
each m·with 1 :5 m:5 n

E [ max 181/]r :5 tal.
1~I~m 1=1

E ['~nl;:11' $4t:;. (1.2)

Proof. \Ve can suppose that 131= 1. Let c > 1. Consider the following sets

A.i = {k : ci :5 13k < cHI}, i = 0,1,2,. '"

Grouping summands in (1.2) according to Ai'S, elementary considerations give the re-
sult. For details see Theorem 1.1 of Fazekas and Klesov (i998) and Theorem 3.1 of this
~ff. 0 .

OUf general strong law of large numbers is the following.

Theorem 1.2. Let b1, b2, •.• be a nondecreasing unbounded sequence o[ positive num-
bers. Let 0:1,0:2, . " be non-negative numbers. Let r be a fixed positive number. Assume
that for each n ~ 1 .

E [max 181/] r :5 ~'O!I'
1<I<n ,L-
- - 1=1

00
~ Q:I
L- br < 00
1=1 I

I· Sn 01m -b = a.s.
n-oo n

Proof. .Let {13n} be a sequence satisfying properties given in Lemma 1.2 below.
Theorem 1.1 implies that (1.2) is satisfied. Therefor.e

E [sup / ~I t] r :5 4f:~~< 00.
1~1 fJI 1=1 fJI

sup I~II< 00 a.s.
1~1 fJI

a.S. as 1 -t 00. 0

The following remark is often useful to check assumption (1.4) in Theorem 1.2.

Remark 1.1. Let r be a fixed positive number. Let b~ = nlS, n = 1
l
2, ... , where 0 > O.

Let O!} , (l:2, . .. be non-negative numbers, Ak = 0!1 + ... + Q'k for k ~ 1. If

o :5/ Sit = /SI / PI < {sup / 811} 131-t 0,
hi PI bl 1~1 131 bl

00 (1 1)LAI br - If < 00,
I=} I l+l

then (1.4) is fulfilled. 0



Le~ma 1.1. Let {Ak} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers, with E~l ~ < 00.

Then there exists a sequence {"Ik} such that
(i) "Ik::5 "Ik+l, k = 1,2, ... ,

(ii) limk-+oo"Ik = 00,

(iii) E~l ~ < 00,

(iv) limk-+oo~ = O.

Proof. If finitely many Ak'S are positive then the statement is obvious. Suppose that
there are infinitely many positive Ak. Let z = E~1 ~ and for i = 0, 1, ... , let ni be the
smallest integer such that E~ni ~ < ;.. Set Ai = {k : ni ::5 k < nHl} then delete the
emty sets Ai and reenumerate the sequence {Ai} so that the indices in the sequence of
the non-empty sets {Ai} be 0,1,2, .... Let "Ik = 2k-i/2 for k E Ai. Then property (iv)
is obvious. Property (Hi) follows from

ooA 00 00 00L 2. = L L Ak ::5L2i/2 L AZ ::5 Z L2-i/2 < 00.

k=1 "'Ik i=1 kEAi "'Ik i=1 k>ni 2 i=1

Property (i) has to be verified only for k = nHI - 1,i = 1,2, .... In this case "Ik+d"lk =
.;2 so (i) follows. This equality and the definition of "'Ik imply (ii) as well. 0

Lemma 1.2. Let {bk} be a nondecreasing unbounded sequence of positive numbe1·s. Let
{Qk} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers, with E~1 ~ < 00, where r > O. Then
there exists a sequence {,ad of positive numbers such that

(a) ,ak::5 ,ak+ll k = 1,2, ... ,
(b) limk-+oo,ak = 00,
(c) E~l ~ < 00,

(d) limk-+oo~ = O.

Proof. It is enough to prove for r = 1. Define a sequence {mil of positive integers as
follows

mi = max{m: bm :s 2i
}, i = 1,2, ... , mo = 0,

and set Bi = {mi-l + 1, ... , mil, for i= 1,2, .... Let Ai = EkEBi O.k. Since

~Qk=~~Qk>~A~
L- bk ~ L- bk -!-- 2'
k=1 \=lkEB, \=1

we get that E:l~ < 00. According to Lemma 1.1, there exists a sequence {'Yk}
satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) of that lemma. Now we put ,ak = "'Ii, for k E Bi. Properties
(a), (b) and (d) are obvious. Since

00 \ 00
~A' ~~ air.

00 > L- -.!. = L- L- -,
i=1 "'Ii_ i=1 kEBi ,air.

2. ApPLICATIONS

a. Sequences with superadditive moment function
A sequence of random variables {Xn, n ~ I} is said to have the r-th (r> 0) moment

function of superadditive structure if there exists a nonnegative function g(i,j) of two
arguments such that for all b > 0 and 1 ::5 k < k + l

g(b, k) + g(b + k,l) :s g(b, k + l)



E 18b,n Ir < ga(b, n), (2.1)
h 8 "b+n v 0 f 'b1 h-' r (..). (..) "Hi 2were b,n = L..,,1I=b+l .'\-11' ne 0 POSSI e c Olceslor 9 'L,J IS 9 'I.,) = L..,,1I=i+l all'

Under the superadditivity property Moricz (1976) proved that there exists a constant
Ar.a depending only on r and a such that

E [Tt; 18kl] r $ Ar,Qg~,

where gn = g(l, n). As 9n increases so we may- apply Theorem 1.2. For instance, put
0:1 = gf and Qk = 9'k - gk-l ~k > 1. Theorem 1.2 implies for any nondecreasing and
unbounded sequence {bn, n ~ I} that

1· 8n 01m - = a.s.
n-+oo bn

00 a Q

~ gn - gn-l <L--J br 00.
n=l n

\Ve also may give Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund SLLN for sequences with moment function
of superadditive structure.

Theorem 2.1. Assume that a sequence of random variables {Xn, n > I} has r-th mo-
ment function of superadditive structu1'e with r > 0, Q> 1. Let q > O. If

00 Q

'"' 9n~ l+!:<oo
n=1 n q

1· 871 01m -/- = a.s.
71.•.••00 nl q

Proof. By Remark 1.1, condition (2.3) is sufficient for (2.2) when bn = n1/q• 0
b. Mixingales
Introduced by McLeish (1975) mixingales have been investigated by several authors.

For example, Andrews (1988) and Hansen (1991) studied Lr (r > 1) mixinga1es defined
as follows. Let {3'n, n E Z} be a nondecreasing sequence of sub a-fields and {:Xn, n ~ I}
be a sequence of random variables. Put Em Xi = E (Xil3'm). A sequence (Xn,3'n) is an
Lr mbdngale if there exist nonnegative constants {ci,i > O} and {tPm,m ~ O} such that
V.'m 1 0 and for all i > 0 and m ~ 0 we have

(i) II Ei-m Xillr < CitPml
(ii) IIXi - Ei+m Xi IIr < CitPm+b

where lIellr = (E lelr)l/r for any random variable e. If (Xn, 3'n) is an Lr mixingale then
it is an L& mixingale for 1 < s $ r. Hansen (1991) got under condition L:'=l't/Jm -< 00

that for r ~ 2

E['r~ISkr ~0(1)(~q ),,2,
Vsing this inequality, Hansen (1991) obtains the SLLN:

1· 8n 01m - = a.s.
n-oo n

provided L cV k2 < oc and r ~ 2. It is clear that the above SLLN is an obviolls corollary
of inequality (2.4) with r = 2 and Theorem 1.2. On the other hand, Theorem 1.2 allows
one to obtain the following result.



Theorem 2.2. Let {Xn, n 2: 1} be an Lr mixingale, T > 2, and let 0 < q < 2. If2:::=1 tPm < 00 and

00 1 (k 2)r/2L 1+r. Lei < 00,
k=1 k q i=1

1· Sn 01m -/- = a.s.
n-+oo n1 q

Proof. By Theorem 1.2 and Remark 1.1, (2.4) and (2.5) imply the result. 0
c. Logarithmically weighted sums
The theorem below is a special case of a Mori (1993) result. This SLLN is useful for

proving almost sure central limit theorems (see e.g. Chuprunov and Fazekas (1999».

Theorem 2.3. Let for some /3> 0 and 0 > 0

lim _1_~Xk =0
n-+oo log n L- k

k=1

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 < /3 < 1. Using assumption (2.6)
and Lemma 2.1 below we get

[ .]2 ()'Y, X 40 n 1
E ~a:L kk ~ A2,'Y/f Lk '

k=1 k=1

where A2,'Y is a constant defined in Longnecker and Serfling (1977). Now we use 2::~=1t =
0(1) logn, as n -+ 00, to obtain

E ['1',r.' i;; ~k r :s: O(l)(logn)'.

Set On = (log(n + 1»'Y - (log np and note that limn-+oo (-yn -1 (log np-l / On = 1. There-
fore

00

"'"' OnL, (1 )2 < 00.
n=1 ogn

Therefore, Theorem 1.2 implies (2.7). 0



j

g(i,j) =I:~.
k=i

Then for any °< f3 < 1 and 1 < 'Y < 2
j k

"" ~ 1 1 2 'Y(' ') 0~ L- kl+{j ll-{j ::; {3g t, J .
k=i l=i

3. THE GENERAL SLLN FOR RANDOM FIELDS

Let d be a fixed positiye integer. Throughout the rest of the paper I, J, K, L, M and
.V denote elements of N8. If an element of Ng is denoted by a capital letter, then its
coordinates are denoted by the lower case of the same letter, i.e. N always means the
,"ector (nl,' .. , nd) E Ng. \Vealso use 1 = (1, ... , I) ENd and 0 = (0, ... ,0) E Ng. In Ng
we consider the coordinate-wise partial ordering: M ::;N means mi ::; ni, i = 1, ,d (
J[ < N means 111 ::; Nand N =f 111 ). N -+ 00 is interpreted as ni -+ 00, i = 1, , d,
limNaN is meant in this sense. In N8 the maximum is defined coordinate-wise (actually
we shall use it only for rectangles). If N = (nl, ... , nd) E Ng then (N) = n1=l ni.

A numerical sequence aN, N E N8, is called d-sequence. If aN is a d-sequence then
its difference sequence, i.e. the d-sequence bN for which EM<N bM = aN, N E Ng~ will
be denoted by AaN (i.e. AaN = bN). -

"\!l.'eshall say that a d-sequence aN is of product type if aN = n1=l a~J, where a~J
(ni = 0,1,2, ... ) is a (single) sequence for each i = 1, ... , d. Our consideration will be
confined to normalizing constants of product type: bN will always denote bN = IT:=l b~l,
where b~!, ni = 0,1,2"." is a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers for each
i = 1, .. " d. In this case we shall say that bN is a positive nondecreasing d-scquence of
product type. Moreover, if for each i = 1, ... ,d the sequence b~l is unbounded, then bN

is called positive, nondecreasing, unbounded d-sequence of product type.
The random field will be denoted by XN, N E Ng. SN is the partial sum: SN =

LM<N XM for N E Ng. As XN is a field with lattice indices we shall say that XN, N E
Ng, i~ a d-sequence of random variables (r.v.'s). Remark that a sum or a maximum over
the empty set will be interpreted as zero ( i.e. ENE'H XN = maxNE'HXN = 0 if 1t = 0
). As usual, log+(x) = max{I,log(x)}, x> O.

The theorem below is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 1.1. Note that
there are several other ways to obtain maximal inequalities of this type: seeror example
I{lesov (1980).

Theorem 3.1. (Hajek-Renyi type maximal inequality.) Let N E Nd be fixed. Let r be
a positive real number, aM be a nonnegative d-sequence. Suppose that bM is a' positive,
nondecreasing d-sequence of product type. Then

lE{r~~ISLlr} ::; L aL 'riAl::; N
- L$M

E{~~ I~,,"!fIr} ::;4d I: ~r!l!lIJ·
- M$N'

Proof. 'Vithout loss of generality we can assume that bi = 1. Fix an N E Nd and for a
moment a real number c> 1. For I = (i) I' •• , id) E Ng let us define the set

Al = {J ENd: J::; Nand Cik::; b;:)'< Cik+l, k = 1, ... ,d}.



Dr = L aJ and K = max{ I Ar:/:- 0 }.
JEAr

AIr = max{ J : J E AI }
otherwise set All = O. Since UI5:.K AI covers the rectangle {AI E Nd !vI ~ N} so

JE{max ISM Ir} < L JE{max ISrlr}.
M5:,N bM - J5:.K IeAJ bI

By the definition of AI, M I and Dr we get

{
r}d d1::' -r L Dr II c-r(i",+l) ~
C I$K m=l

{1~:-rrL{L aJ} fI c-r(i_+1) $
r5:.K JEAr m=l

{ }d {}dcr aJ cr aJ
1- c-r L L 77:5 1-c-r L 77'

15:.K JEAr J J5:.N J

This proves the proposition because infc>l l~;-"= 4. 0
To prove our SLLN (i.e. Theorem 3.2) we shall use Theorem 3.1 and the following

lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let aN be a nonnegative d-sequence and let bN be a positive, non decreasing,
unbounded d-sequence of product type. Su:ppose that EN·~ < +00 with a fixed real r > O.
Then there exists a positive, non decreasing, unbounded d-sequence PN of product type for
which

Hm {3N = 0 and
N bN

"" aNL....J {3r < +00.
N N

Proof. It is enough to prove for r = 1. If d = 1 then our proposition is Lemma 1.2. Let
d ~ 2. Then
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with Tnl = Ln2, .• ,nd nd a\lm). Applying Lemma 1.2, we get that there exists an un-
'"==2 Rm

bounded, positive, nondecreasing sequence {:J~1)so that

. {:J~1) 1
I~W = 0 and L (i)Tnl < +00.

bn nl {:Jnl

If we have already obtained {:J~m) for m = 1, ... , k, k < d, then replacing in the above
procedure bN by n~=l{:J~:)n1=k+l b~l and coordinate 1 by coordinate k + 1, we get
an appropriate /3,\k+l). Finally, by setting {:IN = ti~=l{:J~:),it obviously satisfies the
requirements. 0

The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 3.2. Let aN,bN be nonnegative d-sequences and let r > O. Suppose that b
Nis a positive, nondecreasing, unbounded d-sequence of product type. Then

,",aN
L.- br < +00
N N

1· SN 0Im- = a.s.
N bN

Pt"Oof Let {:JN be the sequence obtained in the previous lemma. According to Theo-
rem 3.1:

s'ill~:r < +00 a.s.

I

SNI = {:JNISNI < {:IN suplSKI
bN bN {:IN bN K {:JK

proves the theorem because limN ~ = O. 0

4. ApPLICATIONS FOR RANDOM FIELDS

a. Fields with superadditive moment structures

Definition 4.1. A d-sequence of random variables XN is said to have r-th moment
function of superadditive structure (MFSS) if

JE{ I L XK/

T

} ~ g(I, J)Q VI, J ENd,
I$K$J

where 9 is superadditive on Nd x Nd, r > 0 and Q > 1. A function 9 on Nd x Nd is said
to be superadditive if

g(l; (iI,· .. ,jm-I. k,jm+I. ... ,jd») + g(il, ... , im-l, k + 1, im+I. ... , id), J)



can be majorized by g(l, J) for any m = 1,... ,d and for any im :5 k < jm. 0

Remark that the notion of r-th MFSS was used by Moricz (1976). \Ve shall apply the
following result of Moricz (see Moricz (1983), Corollary 1 or Moricz (1977), Theorem 7).

Remark 4.1. Let r > 1,a > 1 and let 9 be nonnegative, superadditive function on
Nd x Nd. Let XN be a d-sequence of random variables such that (J..,fFSS) is satisfied.
Then there is a constant Ar,o,d for which

lE{iP~ ISKlr } :::; AT,o,d g(l, N)O "IN ENd. 0

One can easily verify that the above proposition is true in the case of 0 < r < 1, too.
We prove a Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type SLLN for d-sequences with superadditive

moment structure. Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of Theorem 2.1. For the sake of
completness we start with a simple technical lemma on partial summation.

Lemma 4.1. Let aN, bN be nonnegative d-sequences such that bN = rma for some
a> O. Then

L( -l)dAN~bN+l < +00

N

where AN = EM$N aM. 0

Theorem 4.1. Let r > 0, a > 1 and suppose that XN has T-th AIFSS and ~g(l, N)Q
is nonnegative for any N E Nd. Then for arbitrary q > 0

"" g(l, N)O
~ (N)l+i < +00

1· SN 0Im--1 = a.s.
(N)'i

Proof. Using Remark 4.1 we get for all N E Nd that:

lE{kr~ISMlr} < Ar,o,d g(l, N)o.

Let bN = ~. Since n~=l{~ - 1:t}:::; C ~+:tfor some C > 0, so (4.1)
(N) 4 n:' (nm+1) 4 (N) 4

implies
L(-l)dg(l,N)O~bN+l < +00.

N
Finally, we apply Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.2 to obtain the result. 0

b. Logarithmically weighted sums
In the lemma below [xl, x ~ 0 denotes the integer part of x, i.e. [xl is the largest

integer for which [xl:::; x.

Lemma 4.2. (a) Let n E Nand 0 < /3 < 1. Then there is a constant Cd,/3 depending
only on d and /3 such that:

1 < C /3(1 + )d-l(M)l-/3 - d,/3 n og n .
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(b) Let 0 < f3 < 1, 1 < 'Y< 2 and I, M, J ENd, I < M < J. Then there is a constant
Cd,p depending only on d and f3 such that:

~ ~ 1 1 1 { 1 }'Y
L.i L.i (lU)l+f3 (log+ (M))d-l (K)l-f3 < Cd,P L (M) .

I<M<J ISKSJ I<M<J- - (KlS(Ml _ _

Proof (a) The case d = 1 is well known from elementary analysis. We prove by induction
on d. Suppose that the statement is true for d = J. Let n E Nand 0 < f3 < 1. Then

-.

n [':1] ("'lm; •••",/]
1 1L -r:::a L ... L ( )1-f3·

ml=l m1 m2=1 m/+l=l m2··· mJ

Now applying the hypothesis for [::1] we get that the above expression is majorized by:

n 1 [n ] f3 { [ n ] }f-1
n 1

Cf,fJ L 1=li ~ log+ ~ < CI,P nf3(log+ n)/-l L m $
ml=l mIll ml=l 1

CI.P nP(log+ n)f-1C log+ n

with certain C > 0 (here we used the fact [~ [!]] = [~] for a, b, c EN).
(b) In the case E1$M$J <1f) $ 1 we get that

L L (Af)I+fJ(log+(~l»d-l(K)1-fJ <I<M<J ISKSJ ~
- - (KlS(Ml

L L (M)!+fJ\KP-fJ $
I<M<J ISKSJ

- - (K)S(M)

1 { 1}2 { 1 }'YLLM $LT$L-·
I<M<J ISKSJ ()(K) I<M<J (~1) I<M<J (M)
- - (KlS(M) - - _ _

In the case El$M$J (1/) > 1 using part (a) and the simple fact



Theorem 4.2. Let XN, N ENd, be a d-sequence of random variables and suppose that
for some C > 0, {3> 0

1· 1 """" XK 01m d + L..J (K) =
N ni=11og ni K'5N

Proof· It is enough to prove for 0 < {3< 1. Let I ~ J. Then

{/ 1
2}IE L XK <2 L

I'5K'5J (K) - I'5L'5J

Let 1 < "t < 2. It follows from Lemma 4.2 (b) that

{ I X /2} { 1 }"YIE L -!S... < Dd~ L-
['5K'5J (K) - . ['5[,,'5.1 (L) ,

where Dd,l3 > 0 depends only on d and {3. Now, from Remark 4.1 we get that

where Cd,~,"y > 0 depends only on d, {3and T' l.From Jensen's inequality we have:

c. Mixingales ,_
Now we define multiindex Lr mixingales and prove an SLLN for a special class of such

mixingales.
Let XN and AN be a d-sequence of random variables and be a d-sequence of (7-

subalgebras, respectively. \Ve shall say that the pair (XN, AN) has property (ex) if

This property is widely used in the theory of multiindex martingales (see e.g. Fazekas
(1983».
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Definition 4.2. Let r ~ 1, (n,A, P) be a probability space, XN be a d-sequence of
random variables with finite r-th moment, AN (NE .zd) be a nondecreasing d-sequence
of a-subalgebras of A. The pair (XN, AM) is called Lr -mixingale if

(a) IllE(XNIAN-M)llr~CNifl_M if mi>O forsome i=I, ... ,d,

(b) IIXN -lE(XNIAN+M)/L < cNiflM if M ~ 0,

where CN (N ENd), iflN (N E Zd) are d-sequerices with iflN -+ 0 as ni -+ -00 for some
i = 1, ... , d, if!N -+ 0 as ni -+ 00 for each i = 1, ... , d, and there is a constant G > 0 for
which

iflM < GiflN
for any M, N E .zd with N - 1 < At[ ~ N.

The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of
Hansen (1991).

Lemma 4.3. (a) Let r > 2 and (XN,AM) be an Lr mixingale having property (ex).
Then there exists a constant Fr,d > 0 such that

1Il}'~ ISMIIL$ Fr,d L, {M'5;N IIX1:'lll:} t,
Kez _

where X~) = AIE(XMIAM_K) and here the difference is taken according to the subscript
of A while the subscript of X remains fixed.

(b) Let r ~ 2 and (XN, AM) be an Lr mixingale having property (ex) such that
LKEZ" if!K < +00. Then

1

11l}'~ISMIIL$ Cr.d{ MZ;N ct}'
for some Gr,d,

Proof. (a) Let N, K ENd. Then

L XfvM) = L AlE(XN/AN_M),
-K~M~K -K~M~K

which is equal to the difference oflE(XNIAL) (according the subscript L) on the rectangle
[N - K - 1, N + K]. By the definition of the Lr -mixingale, one can see that

JW { L x1Ml- XN } = 0 in Lr .
-K~M~K

Hence, using the triangle inequality in Lr I we get

11.w~ISMlllr = I/.w~ / L L Xi
K

)/lIr ~
- - L'5:M Kez"

IIff~ L /L xiK)/llr ~ L II ff~~I L xiK)llIr = (I).
- Kez" L~M KeZ" - L~M

Let K E Nd be fixed. With the help of property (ex) it is easy to check that the pair
(ZM I :FM) is martingale difference, where

ZM = x1:) and FM = AM-K-l.



Hence by the Doob and the Burkholder inequalities (see e.g. Burkholder (1966), :Metraux
(1978), Noszaly and T6macs (1999)) and by the triangle inequality in the space L}, we
have

(1) ~ Dr.d L II L Xl,K)lIr ~ Fr.d L II{ L !xiK)12}!Ilr =
KeZd LSN KEZd LSN

Fr,d L II{ L IXiK>12}11:~ Fr,d L {L IllxiK>r Ilr}!'
KE~ LSN ~ Ke~ LSN 1

(b) Let us consider xl,K). If km > 0 for some m = 1, ... ,d, then

IIxiK)lIr = II6.lE(XLIAL-K)llr :5 cL2dC'It_K.

Otherwise, if km ~ -1 for each m = I, ... ,d,' then by Definition 4.2,

II6.lE(XLIAL-K)llr ~ L IIXL -lE(XLIAM)IL:5 cL2dCW_K.
L-K-1SMSL-K

Hence, by part (a),

Illr~ ISMlll
r
< Fr,d L {L c122dC21l1:'K}! =

- KeZd LSN

L IlIN < 00 and
NeZd

1 { ., }~L HoC L Cf.[ < 00
NeNd (N) q MSN

1· SN 0Im--1 = a.s.
N (N)q

provided that the d-sequence CN is of product type.

Proof. Easy consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.3 (b). 0
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